This paper presents the result of the high performance prop-hanging flight control using quaternions. Prophanging flight is known as a way of flight for the fixed-wing aircraft, and it can achieve hovering without special equipments to change the direction of the thrust. We had already succeeded in stabilizing the aircraft during prop-hanging flight using LQI controllers based on the mathematical model. However, a high degree of freedom flight control could not be performed because Euler angles which may cause gimbal lock were used to represent the attitude of the aircraft. In this paper, we utilize quaternions to achieve a high degree of freedom flight control during prop-hanging flight. The effectiveness of the proposed method is evaluated by experiments.
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Prop-Hanging R/C * 7-1-2 * Graduate School of Engineering, Utsunomiya University, 7- , 20, 40, 10) , r ele = 500
Q rud = diag(1, 1, 100, 50, 10), r rud = 250
Q thr = diag(25, 25, 100), r thr = 100
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